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I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining (DM) and knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) has been applied to a variety of application domains. Classification methods of data mining has been applied to understand the root causes of Asian financial crisis (twin banking and currency crisis of 1998) [1] , credit scoring and evaluation, bankruptcy prediction, insurance underwriting, fraud detection, financial performance prediction, bond rating analysis, credit risk assessment, to forecast daily changes in seven financial stocks" prices [2] and other applications in finance [3] . Other important applications cited in this study are to customer churn prediction problem [4] and comparison of social objectives for decision-making in housing corporations [5] .
Data modeling or building a model from data is what data mining techniques generate. There are many different data mining algorithms with different objectives, different outcomes and with different representation techniques [6] . Data mining taxonomy includes predictive models and descriptive models. Descriptive models include association and clustering and predictive models include classification and regression. Predictive models can be regressor or classifiers [7] . Prediction techniques are similar to classification where unseen data is used to predict the class label of each row of data [8] . Simple parametric to nonparametric statistical methods are used to develop classifiers which are most commonly implemented with neural network (NN), decision tree (DT), Naï ve Bayes, logistic regression (LR) or k-nearest-neighbor algorithms. Regarding assessment of classifier, most of comparisons have come from empirical literature where different classifiers were used as a solution approach for a particular problem setting as in [2] and various others (omitted to contain the reference list). Comparisons based on empirical studies reveal that there is no objective conclusion about superiority of one classifier over the other based on types of inputs used and parameters other than accuracy only. Performance of any classifier rather depends on the nature of problem, type of dataset to be used and behavior of variables in that particular problem and has been ranked based on accuracy parameter only in most cases.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND DATA DESCRIPTION
Besides DM literature cited above, application of certain DM method has been backed by other multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) techniques like Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) etc. The use of AHP in a multiplicity of environments is well documented and studies like [3] , [8] and [9] , besides others, have used AHP in the context of DM. However, all these studies have used AHP for input variable selection. In literature, however, not various studies have been found which have attempted to compare the data mining models based on other discriminate parameters than accuracy only. The study [4] is the one which has attempted a comparison of classifiers by building evaluation composite indicators (ECIs) based on four parameters of Interest (POI) or assessment criteria (AC) in customer churn prediction problem.
In order to rank the DM techniques for classification, various authors have mentioned three POI including accuracy (A), interpretability (I) (or complexity) and speed (S) [7] and ref. [8] has added robustness (R) (or stability or consistency) and lift. The study [10] has quoted that in medical literature, validation ratios for classification algorithm (percentage of correct classified (PCC) for overall accuracy, sensitivity (true positive rate) and specificity (true negative rate) can be calculated from confusion matrix for a binary classification problem. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a commonly used summary for assessing the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity. It is a plot of the sensitivity versus specificity as we vary the parameters of a classification rule. The Area Under (ROC) Curve (AUC) or c-statistic is a commonly used quantitative summary for accuracy.
This study uses five POIs to arrive at final calculations of ECIs. Four POIs are same as in the reference study [4] , which are A (=AUC), I, R (=AUCtest -AUCtrian), and S (or execution time). Here AUCtest (AUCtrain) means AUC for test (train) data. "I" of individual classifiers has been defined in ref. [4] on a four point scale based on four categories for null, poor, medium and high interpretability with respective scores of 1, 2, 3 and 4. Based on this yardstick, classification tree (DT) have got high, logistic regression (LR) medium, neural network (NN), AdaBoost (AB) and random forest (RF) have received poor and stacking methodology and PCA have received null category scores. POIs are different from measures of interestingness (MOI) cited in study [6] describing taxonomy of MOI as objective (coverage, support, accuracy) and subjective (unexpected, actionable, novel). Third one is semantics-based MOI. Note: (1) Explanation for cell value of COI-10 versus RF/OP2-SV pair means that because RF is an ensemble method (i.e. present) so it got a score of 3 and as stacking VSO in OP2-SV is also an ensemble method (i.e. present) so it also got a score of 3 and thus the value in respective cell is 6 :) (2) Information in this table has been compiled from these references [4] , [6] , [10] , [9] , and [11] This study has developed a new POI, which has been named as Residual Efficiency (RE), whose concept is based on characteristics of interest (COI) for off-the-shelf (OTS) method [10] . RE is based on characteristics of interest (COI) that can make a method or limit it from being an "off-the-shelf (OTS) method" as described in ref. [10] . These COI include computational considerations, handling of messy data, missing values, long-tailed and skewed distributions of numeric predictor and response variables, mis-measurement (or outliers), handing of non-linearity, over-fitting issue, level of user interaction, scalability, sensitivity to monotone transformation of data or whether method is an ensemble method or not. We have used ten COI in order to arrive at RE. These are whether or not, any classifier or IVSO can handle non-linearity, don"t have over-fitting problem, require low level of user interaction, is scalable (can handle large database), natural handling of mixed type data, can handle of outliers, insensitive to monotone transformation of data, ability to extract linear combination of the features, can handle noisy or missing data and is an ensemble method (represented by symbols from COI -1 to COI-10 respectively for these COI). In order to arrive at RE, we have tallied each COI for each classifier-IVSO pairs. Each COI can be in one of the either "present", "absent" or "not applicable" state (with respective scores of 3, 2, and 1 for these states) for each classifier-IVSO pair. Table I describes information on all COI used for RE of RF-IVSO pairs i.e. for combinations of Random Forest classifier and four IVSO. The information on these COI have been gathered from various sources ( [4] , [6] , [9] , and [11] ). The results for COI for RE (without normalization) have been provided in Table II . Value of 58 in last cell is sum of column RF/OP2-SV in Table I (above)
The customer churn study [4] (reference study for this article) has used data about demographics of customer, purchasing profile and transactions and has applied four different input variable selection options (IVSO) or alternatives which has been labeled as OP1-OV (or OV) which kept 462 original variables, OP2-AV (or AV) which is composed of 584 variables, original and aggregates, OP3-PCA (or PC) which has 184 selected factors from AV using principal component analysis and OP2-SV (or SV) which has only 17 variables selected using stacking. In this article, we have used all the scores of ref. [4] and have combined those with RE, our fifth POI, and have given weights to all these five POIs using AHP.
III. METHODOLOGY
Five DM classifiers (LR, T, NN, AB and RF) has been combined with four IVSOs used in study [4] to rank different "DM classifiers-IVSO" pairs based on four POIs, using three POI weighting criteria (WC). First criteria provides equal weights to all four POIs, second gives 34% weight to A and 22% to rest of three (I, R & S) and third criteria assigns 30% weights to A & I and 20% to S & R. The study [4] has used two indicator normalization methods (NM) which are z-score (z) and min-max (mm), in an effort to make differences in units of measurements (UOM) of POIs to disappear.
In this article, we have included five POIs which are A, I, R, S and RE to arrive at ECIs for same five classifiers and four IVSO combination pairs. RE, our new POI, is not data or problem dependent thus inclusion of fifth POI will still pose no comparability issues with the results of study [4] . And  Tables III and IV provide the results (without normalization) for various pairs of Classifiers-IVSOs of four POI (A, I, R, S) that has been borrowed from study [4] . The results in Tables  III and IV will be used with our fifth POI (Table II) to arrive at new ECI measures in this study. [4] Three value additions of this study as compared to study [4] can be described as. The calculation of RE (Table II) from ten COIs is the one. Use of a different UOM normalization technique for POIs, a stepwise utility function (SWUF as called here) of study [12] , is the second one. Third value addition is that this article has used AHP as weighting criterion for POIs instead of randomly selected three criteria used by study [4] .
AHP is a type of MCDM method where judgmental inputs and solution outputs are scalar and fixed point values and which mostly uses mathematical deterministic solution procedures. AHP involves decomposing the problem into a hierarchy, assessing the normalized relative importance weights [W= (w 1 …..w m ) t ] of POI 1 , . . . , POI m decision criteria using pair wise comparisons (PWC) that are quantified using Saaty"s 1-9 points scale (see [13] ) which satisfies the normalization condition of Σ j=1...m [w j ] = 1 with w j >= 0 for j = 1,. . . ,m. Based on PWC scale in conventional AHP, POI i can be equally important, moderately more important, strongly more important, very strongly more important or extremely strongly more important than POI j and thus will receive 1, 3, 5, 7 or 9 score on Saaty"s gradation scale respectively [14] .
Main advantage of PWC is the easiness of comparing two items at a time than to compare many items all at once. And information guiding these PWCs can come from literature. For example, regarding interpretability, study [7] describes that predictive model"s descriptive aspect (i.e. interpretability) is even a more important POI than its ability to predict. Study [4] has chosen, while defining POI weights, only accuracy (A) with 34% weight as compared to rest three (I, R & S) with 22% weights emphasizing that accuracy is important than all three other POIs used in the study. Same study in its third weighting criteria has assigned 30% weights to A & I and 20% to S & R meaning that "I" is another POI which is more important than other two (R & S) and equally important to accuracy. Besides decision maker can, based on the information about the type of hardware used by an organization, type of distributive computing model used (i.e. in-house or clouding), type of dataset and focus of the study, decide about the PWC ratios for speed versus robustness. Table V shows our PWC matrix for various POIs. We will use principal right eigenvector method (EM) as in [15] to solve AHP matrix. EM involves the determination of weight vector (W) from the PWC matrix (Table V) by solving the characteristic equation AW = λ max W; where λ max is the maximum eigen-value of A (=PWC Matrix). Three issues surround the use of the AHP [16] . The first issue is inconsistency problem and it occurs because the allowable upper bound of consistency index (CI) is 10% of the random inconsistency (RI). Consistency in PWC Matrix can be checked by the consistency ratio (CR) which is equal to {[(λ max -1)/(n-1)]/RI}. Here RI"s value varies with the order of PWC matrix. A CR of less than or equal to 10% is considered of an acceptable consistency. The second issue is rank-reversal problem [18] of range of w ij , the relative weight of alternative i to j. There are total of 20 alternatives (Classifier-IVSO pairs) in our case.
Third issue is discriminating-sensitivity problem i.e. if the range of w ij were to be too reduced, and then CI would converge to 0, making it impossible for the AHP to discriminate an important alternative from others. This can be avoided by using Saaty"s1-9 scale for PWCs. Our calculated CR (=CI/index of consistency) is10%. In short, our comparisons are consistent and there is no question of discriminating -sensitivity problem as well.
The objective of AHP is to compare decision alternatives (i.e. 20 Classifier-IVSO pairs) with respect to each POI and to determine the relative composite priorities for the true total weights of Classifier-IVSO pairs, when the POIs are assembled together. Our solution to our pair wise matrix gives us weights for various POI as: 0.498531 for A, 0.256196 for I, 0.148403 for R, 0.066924 for S and 0.029945 for RE. But as POIs have different dimensions or UOM, there is a problem of incommensurability. We can address the issue of differences in dimensions through normalization.
To effectively deal with incommensurability, we have chosen a SWUF described in [12] . In contrast to the min-max normalization procedure used by study [4] which rewarded and/or penalized all values, we have used SWUF (from [12] ) for normalization for UOM of POI. It has applied points scoring system for POI to measure the contribution of intervals performance of each POI. It has used a 0-10 scale with 6 intervals which have been defined with 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 points respectively (as shown in Table VI ). The intermediate intervals have equal width, which implies that essentially they are assuming a linear relationship. General considerations for our POI can be described as follow. For accuracy (AUC test), larger value is considered better than smaller value. Similar is the case for two other POI, interpretability, and residual efficiency. On the other hand for robustness and speed, lower value is better than higher one. Individual parameters results of Tables II, III & IV has been normalized with SWUF of ref. [12] for various pairs of Classifiers-IVSO for all five POI (A, I, R, S and RE) and presented in Tables VII, VIII, IX and 10. The explanation of these three tables can be seen in study [4] and if some cell(s) has got zero value in all three tables, it has been replaced with a value of 0.0001, so as to avoid making the weight of respective POI zero. And this small adjustment had no affect on relative weights of POIs. ECI values from our methodology i.e. using five POI, using AHP for weighting and UOM normalizations with SWUF (in Percentages) has been given in Tables XI (a-d) .
Finally results for four POI used by ref. [4] with min-max and z-score normalization schemes and three weighting methods has been compared with this article"s exclusive SWUF normalization coupled with AHP weighting has been provided side by side in Tables XI (a-d) . Results from ref. [4] show that for OV, ranking of DM classifiers based on ECI is that T is first, LR second, NN is third, RF is fourth and AB is last for all of different weighting alternatives (1, 2 & 3) and two normalizations schemes (z & mm) i.e. as shown under labels of ECImm&1, ECImm&2, ECImm&3, ECIz&1, ECIz&2, ECIz&3. On the other hand, in our calculation, all other positions are same except that RF has gained third position and NN as fourth by a very small margin (Table XI  A) . For AV, T is first, LR second, RF is third, NN is fourth and AB is last for all of different weighting alternatives and normalizations (i.e. ECImm&2, ECImm&3, ECIz&1, ECIz&2, ECIz&3) of study [4] except ECImm&1. While in our calculation, first two positions remained same and NN as third, AB as fourth and RF has gained last position. Ranking of DM classifiers for PC, results are that LR is first, RF is second, T is third, AB is fourth and NN is last for ECImm&2, ECImm&3, ECIz&1, ECIz&2, ECIz&3 used by study [4] except for ECImm&1 where NN got fourth and AB last position. While in our calculation, LR became first and T is second, RF is third, AB is fourth and NN has gained last position. For SV, NN is first, T as second and LR is third for ECImm&1, ECImm&2, ECImm&3, ECIz&1, ECIz&2, ECIz&3 used by study [4] while AB and RF were not ranked. While in our calculation, T became first, NN as second, LR as third, RF as fourth and AB has gained last position. However, important to note is that our method has ranked even AB and RF successfully and logically for all entries in contrast to study [4] where last two rows were not ranked. The results (in Tables XI A-XI D) have shown that our method has proven to be robust on following grounds. First of all it has not generated any negative entries. Secondly, contrary to the results from study [4] which have kept almost the same hierarchy for all classifiers with only few minor exceptions, results of this study has not followed any specific pattern regarding ranking for all classifiers as our results has provided a different ranking of DM classifiers for all four different types of input variables. And this is important because performance of data mining models is dependent on factors like problem in hand, type of dataset, depth of database, types and nature of relationships among input variables and/or target variables. Thus ranking of DM models should not be considered permanent and should change as these factors change. This is, however, different from objective ranking drawn for various DM models from the broader categories of inputs used, as has been attempted here. Last but not least, our method was able to rank all the classifiers for all variable types as opposed to study [4] who was not able to rank AB and RF for VS. In short, the new methodology using AHP as weighting the assessment criteria or POI and with SWUF as normalization technique to tackle the issue of incommensurability because of difference in UOM for POI (or criteria) has worked well in ranking data mining algorithms. Another main contribution of the paper was the development of a fifth POI (named as RE) from ten characteristics of interest (COI) derived from vast body of data mining literature, have worked very well in ranking the data mining algorithms and the robustness of our results are deeply indebted to this fifth POI. He has earned his Ph. D. with dissertation focus on applications of data mining for the early warning system of financial crisis and banking and currency risks from GSID, Nagoya University (NU), Japan. He has also studied in Master of Computer Science program at Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Detroit Mercy (UDM), USA. Besides he has earned M. Phil. Economics degree from QA University, Islamabad. He is member of Global Association of Risk Professionals (GARP) and Canadian Securities Institute (CSI). He has worked in Japan, USA, Canada, and as an intern at Asian Development Bank (ADB), Manila, Philippines.
